Abstract-In this paper a Binary Neural Network Learning (BNN-CLA
Introduction
In the last two decades, binary neural networks (BNNs) have attracted attention of many researchers and now there have been many established approaches for the construction of BNNs. They include BooleanLike Training Algorithm (BLTA) [3] , Improved Expand and Truncated Learning (IETL) [8] . These learning for solving classification problem,two classes or multiclasses.in case of multi class overlapping of samples becomes a measure issue. Due to this accuracies of learning algorithm decreases. For solving the problems on binary neural networks, many concepts have been introduced for the optimization of the network structure as well as the Boolean function [10] . Gray and Michel"s Boolean Like Training Algorithm (BLTA) [17] used the idea of Karnaugh map to simplify and decrease the complexity of neural network. This algorithm forms the structure of four layer feed forward network with the features of modifications and incremental learning. Modification involves the changing of learnt input/output relationship with new one without retraining the network. Xiaomin, Yixian, Zhang [9] introduced Boolean function scheme with three layer network and the concepts of hamming distance ball and cube coverage for simplification of the Boolean Function and the resultant network. Zhang at. el. [2] , investigated three layer BNN by developing a deterministic algorithm called Set Covering Algorithm (SCA). It finds a family of subsets of various unit spheres in the hamming space (input space with the hamming distance between two inputs) which is required for covering all inputs having the same desired output. Using this concept, it determines all the hidden neurons. They proved that the number of hidden neurons required are much less than that generated by using a two parallel hyperplane method. They also presented a lower bound on the required number of hidden neurons by estimating the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension. Kim and Park [10] introduced a linearization technique which transforms a set of linearly inseparable binary patterns to a set of linearly separable ones. Using this technique Kim and Park have introduced a learning algorithm for discrete multilayer perceptrons for binary patterns which Yi Xu and Chaudhari [14] have presented the usefulness of this algorithm for multi-class classification. Sang-Kyu Sung and Jong Won Jung proposed Newly Expanded and Truncated Learning Algorithm (NETLA) [5] which reduces the number of hidden neurons and connections compared with ETL and BLTA. Wang and Chaudhari [3] have introduced learning algorithms for BNN named as Multi-Core Learning (MCL) algorithm and Multi-Core Expand-and-Truncate Learning (MCETL) algorithm. These algorithmsgive simpler equations for computing the various factors required for the training. The number of operations needed for these algorithms is less as compared to ETL and IETL. Learning Algorithm called Constructive Set Covering Learning Algorithm (CSCLA) was proposed to train the same kind of three layers BNN for the generation of arbitrary Boolean function by Xiaomin and Yixian [4] . Parekh andYang [6] proposed a constructive neural network learning algorithms for pattern classification. They proposed this method for handling multiple output categories and real valued pattern attributes. Gazula and Kabuka [8] have presented two supervised pattern classifiers designs using Boolean neural networks namely, nearest-to-an-exemplar and Boolean knearest neighbor classifier. Wang and Chaudhari [1] proposed a geometrical approach for the construction of binary neural networks called as Fast Covering Learning Algorithm (FCLA). The method works for two class problems and always results in a three layer network structure. A learning algorithm called Constructive Semi-Supervised Classification Algorithm (CS-SCA) was proposed to train the same kind of three layer BNN for the generation of arbitrary Boolean function for classifying semilabeled data by Chandel, Tiwari and Chaudhari [19] . In this paper a Implementation of binary neural network classifier Algorithm is proposed in which, the hidden layer training of multiple classes is being done in parallel. During hidden layer training, the samples lying in overlap region of various classes are also checked to improve the accuracy. This paper is divided into six sections. Section II describes the preliminary theory for establishing the algorithm. Section III is presented with the proposed learning algorithm. Section IV is presented with experiments conducted with few benchmark datasets and finally, section V is containing concluding remarks for the work.
II. Overview Of Bnnc
A. Geometrical Basic In FCLA[1], a neuron is visualized as an hyper sphere.
Figure 1. Geometrical Basic
It reduces the number of hidden neurons by expanding the scope of each hidden neuron in the training process based on multi-level geometrical analysis. It handles two class problems. For solving multiclass problem, multiple hyper spheres are evaluated corresponding to multiple classes. Suppose that there are K classes G1, G2… Gk are to be given. For each of the K classes, a set of "p" number of n-bit training inputs are given. During the expansion of hyper spheres belonging to different classes, overlap may occur. The algorithm proposed herein handles multiclass problems by taking care of the samples lying in such overlapped regions. Geometrical expansion of a neuron is being done by considering three radii, r1, r2, r3 with the same center C of the hyper sphere. Radius r1 denotes the minimum value such that vertices are exactly in or on the hyper sphere. Thus, the expansion region formed for this is called as "match region". Radius r2 is being used for further expansion (immediate expansion) of hyper sphere. Thus, a new vertex is being added in this expanded region and is called to be added in the "claim region". Radius r3 defines the third region called as "boundary region". A new vertex cannot be added in this region, but is expected to be included in the next (or later) construction iteration. These radii must satisfy the condition r1<r2<r3. Three center and radii are defined as follows: Where  1 and  2 are the parameters for geometrical expansion.  1 is the Hamming distance of the vertices in the claim region from the match region, and  2 is the Hamming distance of the vertices in the claim region from the boundary region. Parameters for the Hidden Neuron in the form of a hypersphere lab are given as follows. Centre of ith hyper sphere is given as:
The centre is defined as follows:
Three radii are defined as follows:
wherejpx represent the jth bit of pth input vertex and v represents the number of vertices added in a neuron. Integer valued weights for the neuron are:
Threshold t1 corresponding to r1 is (5) Threshold t1 corresponding to r1 is Threshold t2 corresponding to r2 is t1 =t 1 -v 1 2
Threshold t3 corresponding to r3 is t3 =t 1 -2v 1
Network Architecture: for a given k-class problem {G1,G2,.....GK} for each and every class,we separately apply hidden layer training of the algorithms proposed next partial network formed is visualized as follows:
Figure2.Partial network structure for hidden layer. Prepare Your Paper before Styling
III. TRAINING FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF NETWORK
For our extension, there are two broad steps involved in the construction of network: A. Training of hidden layer: The training of hidden layer is done in parallel for each of k classes using FCLA [2] as follows:
Algorithm 1 1. For a given class Ck, take set of true vertices (x1,x2...xm), each vertex is n-bit long represented as xij , where 1 ≤ j ≤ n.
For each of the input data-
-add a new neuron with respect to this input(xi) therefore evaluate following parameters--Center C ( using equation (1)) -Radius r1, r2 ,r3 (using equations (2), (3), (4)) -Weights (w1 , w2 ,... wn) represented as weight vector W (using equations (5)) -Thresholds(t1,t2,t3) (using equations(6), (7), (8) Represent centre and radii of the expanded hypersphere Ha, C2 and, r1,r2 are centre and radii of the hypersphere of other class. Then if c1i -c21)2)1\2≤ r1 + r'1 (11) OR, c1i -c21)2)1\2≤ r2 + r'2 (12) Means hypersphere form separate classes are overlapping. Removing Overlap: If equation (11) or (12) is satisfied for any twohypersphere from different classes then there is a overlap.The overlap in either of the situation is removed byrestoring the radius of just expanded hypersphere. Let Hbbe the expanded hypersphere then it is contracted as: 
IV.
Training for output layer: We take (log K) neurons at the output layer to represent all K classes. Threshold values corresponding to all the neurons are set to one. For deciding the weight values, we choose a number "np" which gives sufficient bit combination for representing the given number of classes. In Binary neural networks, the outputs are also in the binary form. Therefore, the number of bits and bit combinations are to be decided for representing the different given classes. For example, for a 3-class problem, the nearest integer, which contains all the multiples of 2 is 4. This could be written as 22=2np. Thus the combinations of 2-bits(np) gives the 4-possibilities and a 3-class, 4-class problem can be represented by the combination of 2 bits. Thus for a given Kclass problem, the numbers of bits are decided as follows: (i) Take a nearest integer says "b" such as it contains all the multiples of 2. b>=K (ii) Rewrite "b" in the form of 2np, where "np" represents the power of 2.b = 2np
Thus "np" gives the number of bits required to represent a given K-class problem. After deciding the number of bits for representing the classes, a 
V. Experimental Work
The computational experiments were carried out on a Pentium II, 512 MB RAM, 700 MHz using the code. Implemented in Matlab tool. For each data set, 75% samples are used for training and 25% samples are used for testing. The data values of datasets are transformed to have zero mean and one variance. These transformed data samples are then converted into binary values as follows: we requantize the data into eight levels. These eight levels are then binary coded using three bits each.
Step-1: Input the data file
Step-2: Apply each sample as an input u in quantized function given in step 3.
Step-3: Quantized value can be obtained by using the function: y  uencode (u, n, v)
Step-4: Repeat the step 3, till you don"t get the final binary coded sample.
Values of The results for number of neurons and computing time of training and accuracies in percentage are given in table III and table IV and table V 
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we extend FCLA method for multiclass problems by designing classifiers using coding schemes. The hidden layer layer trained is in modular form. Thus modules in the hidden layer corresponding to each reduces training time. BNN-LCA is tested with various datasets. We observed that the training time of the proposed method is also comparable with []. An analytical formulation for number of hidden neurons are derived which is giving the result of the O(log(N)), Where N represents the number of inputs.s
